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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank Eamonn.  Thank Audience.  Thank Lucy, Grant and CassidyYear one of Trump presidency – will have big impact on future2017: record US ethanol production, use and exports2017: small step back for US biodiesel – expired tax credit and illegally subsidized imports
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IRFA’s Monarch Refueling Station Project
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Iowa’s Ethanol Industry

• 43 operating ethanol plants with a capacity of over 
4.3 billion gallons

• Another 225 million gallons expected to come on-line

• ~1.5 billion bushels of Iowa corn (55%)
• Converted to ethanol and high-protein animal feed

• ~27% of U.S. ethanol production
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Impact of Renewable Fuels in Iowa

2017
Purchases

(in millions)
GDP

(in millions)
Household 
Earnings

(in millions)

Employment
(Jobs)

Ethanol $6,610 $4,532 $2,154 43,079

Biodiesel $855 $457 $278 3,785

Total $7,465 $4,989 $2,432 46,864
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State of Iowa’s Renewable Fuels Industry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ready to more than just survive – it is ready to thriveIndustry expansion – overflowing feedstocks – new technology and pathways – new domestic/foreign market opportunitiesDespite doom/gloom from Big Oil and Capitol Hill – we are going to more than survive, but thrive over next year and beyond.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
POO – NODA – Exports RIN Scheme – 9.7% cap from Big Oil
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Folks, we owe a HUGE thank you to our champions, our heros, for stepping up and saving the RFS.Senator Chuck Grassley – Senator Joni Ernst – Governor Kim Reynolds
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RFS Levels Under Pruitt EPA

2017 2018 2019

Corn Ethanol 15 bil gal 15 bil gal

Biodiesel 2.0 bil gal 2.1 bil gal 2.1 bil gal

Cellulosic Ethanol 311 mil gal 288 mil gal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will the next round of proposed RFS levels signal a flat-lined, survival mode or will they recognize the pent up opportunities for greater U.S. production of biodiesel and cellulosic ethanol?The last RFS levels were nothing for our industry to be excited about. It was flat-lined or reduced. We had a right to expect more. Going forward, we need to demand more.During 4Q in 2017, US Biodiesel production hit 2.1 billion gallons annualized – no imports – but that’s the same # as in 2019 – TWO years later!!!Over a dozen Iowa ethanol plants are poised to make corn kernel fiber cellulosic ethanol – they just need the market signal
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Proposal for 2019/20 RFS Levels

•US Environmental Protection Agency:
“The fundamental objective of the RFS provisions under 
CAA is clear: To increase the use of renewable fuels in the 
U.S. transportation system every year in order to reduce 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and increase energy security.”
(emphasis added)
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Proposal for 2019/20 RFS Levels

• US Circuit Court of Appeals for DC:
“By setting annual renewable fuel volume requirements 
that increase progressively each year, Congress 
adopted a ‘market forcing policy’ intended to ‘overcome 
constraints in the market’ by creating “demand pressure 
to increase consumption…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I ask you again:  Which way will Pruitt go?Will the next round of proposed RFS levels signal a flat-lined, survival mode or will they recognize the pent up opportunities for greater U.S. production of biodiesel and cellulosic ethanol?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will the EPA take the long overdue step of granting E15 the same RVP treatment as all other ethanol blends or will it punt to Congress? Higher octane. Less expensive. More than 3 Billion Trouble Free Miles.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will the Trump trade team continue to work with the industry to open up export markets or will it wreak havoc in existing Canadian and Mexican markets – or both? China – tariff on ethanol. Economics pushing ethanol there. An armada of ships headed to China. Could be record year.Argentina – Trump trade team worked closely with Biodiesel industry – big victoryMexico – progress on E10 – still need major markets opened up.NAFTA – ethanol and biodiesel to Canada. DDGs to Mexico.  Could be messed up.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside of pending Trump Administration actions, there are other questions.Will the FTC allow commonsense marketing of E15, or will it become the latest tool of the petroleum monopoly? 
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• “E15 is not ‘Unleaded Plus’, ‘Unleaded 88”, 
“Ultra 88” or any other name that can mislead 
the consumer into believing the product is 
something that it is not.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside of pending Trump Administration actions, will the FTC allow commonsense marketing of E15, or will it become the latest tool of the petroleum monopoly? PMAA is seeing the success of E15 retailers and wants to tie their hands when it comes to marketing.BTW – E15 is unleaded. And it is 88 octane. So…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s do a test.  Here are 3 marketing names. And 3 octane stickers. Here is the MANDATED E15 sticker.Please clap your hands if you are confused by this picture.Please clap your hands if you are NOT confused by this picture.
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• “A few retailers use E15 pricing as a marketing 
tool designed to draw customers into their 
station…[this practice] puts nearby competitors 
who do not sell E15…at a significant 
competitive disadvantage.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those capitalists.Well, I certainly hope so!!!Now we get to the heart of the matter. Branded retailers are not allowed to sell E15. They are losing business. And they want to find any way to slow down E15.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cash vs credit.It’s almost as if they’re trying to use a cheaper price to lure customers.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m pretty sure that the National Conference of Weights and Measures – let alone the FTC – has NO definition of V-Power.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speaking of Shell and several others. In some parts of the country they sell 86 octane fuel and call it regular unleaded.There is not a single gasoline engine – on or off road - designed or warranted to run on 86 octane fuel.But PMAA defends this practice.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Folks, I’ve looked.  I had it tested.  There is no silver in BP silver gasoline.  Completely false advertising. No legal definition of “ultimate” either.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chevron uses “supreme” also.  Now, I know what a supreme pizza is, but what the heck is supreme gasoline.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How about we insist on truth in advertising.  Because here is what the price sign would look like without ethanol.And while we’re at it, let’s petition the FTC to require a benzene content sticker.  Benzene is a known human carcinogen.Some petroleum companies would rather use more benzene as opposed to ethanol (which is cheaper and cleaner).If PMAA really wants to protect consumers, let’s start with a benzene sticker.  Our E15 sticker is Halloween orange. Maybe the benzene sticker could be blood red.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will Congress reinstate the biodiesel and cellulosic tax credits, or will it be satisfied with the latest tax goodies showered on petroleum in the recent tax law? Congress continues to provide tax preferences to oil. The tax on oil to fund federal oil clean up efforts was allowed to expire at end of 2017. half a Billion dollars.And the recent tax bill contained provision altering how some oil revenue is taxed, giving Big Oil billions more on top of their Century of ongoing Subsidies.But biodiesel and cellulosic ethanol were left out.  Working on extenders.  In the bill. Will the bill pass?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer to all these questions and more will help determine whether the biofuels industry will simply survive or whether it will thrive – bringing along with it lower fuel prices for consumers, higher commodity prices for farmers, green collar jobs, cleaner air, less carbon, and less foreign oil.Many of the answers will be highly dependent on President Trump and his Administration.We may not like the answer to some or even many of these questions. I do worry about them. But I also sleep well at night – because I am confident that the biofuels industry will thrive. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on the answers to the questions, it may be an easier or harder path, but the destination is the same. Biofuels will continue to grow and gain market share. Simply put, biofuels have the most positive attributes of any liquid fuel. Biofuels have what consumers are looking for. Biofuels will thrive.
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Monte Shaw
Executive Director

mshaw@IowaRFA.org
(515) 252-6249

Iowa Renewable Fuels Association
www.Iowarfa.org

/Iowa.Renewable.Fuels @IowaFuel /IowaRenewableFuels

http://www.iowarfa.org/
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